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Abstract—Software engineering (SE) educators are challenged to balance the scope and depth in their courses to train students in skills which will fulfill the ever-evolving industry needs. Capstone courses are a tool for educators to transfer hands-on experience into practical knowledge and skills of SE students. This paper describes the design of a Capstone course, at Lappeenranta University of Technology. The designed course is human-centric SE capstone, infusing design thinking methods and agile practices into the project life-cycle knowhow. The capstone was offered in spring of 2017 as a 16-week course for 29 students. Design thinking was effective to perform requirement elicitation, software design and testing. Also, the applied approach allowed students to be self-directed which increased their motivation, as a result there was 0% dropout rate. Design thinking is a powerful mean of problem solving and effectively supports SE education in bringing a more hands-on and minds-on, problem-based curriculum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a fast changing world, Software Engineering (SE) educators face challenges to create courses which prepare students for a professional life in industry - courses with concepts that are applicable and real. At the same time courses need to be technology-agnostic to an extent that the fundamental principles are imparted enabling students to operate effectively in an ever-changing technology. Consequently, educators must create a balance among the quality, scope, depth, applicability, soft and hard skills, individual and collaborative learning in their teachings [1]. Project Based Learning (PBL) is an effective mean to train SE students to face real world challenges [2]. An increasingly popular way to bring PBL into SE education is through capstone courses [3] as these are a tool for educators to engage SE students to engineer a solution from the beginning to the end and therefore expose them to practical project working, collaboration with other team members and project management in a hands-on setting. [4]–[7]. Additionally, capstones have been recommended by the ACM curriculum guidelines to be included already in undergraduate SE education programs [8]. A topic which has grown in relevance as societies and industries need highly usable software systems [9]–[11] is Design Thinking (DT). In industry, companies such as IDEO, NEC, Airbnb, Microsoft, SAP use DT methods to improve their processes, solutions and even working environments. In SE education DT has stared to be applied for teaching safety-critical systems engineering [12], mobile applications design [9] and games development [13]. However, DT has been reportedly suggested to have the potential to be used for project-based learning [14], requirements elicitation [15] and cybersecurity [11], [16] as well. As a result, there seems to be a gap between the application of DT into software development in industry and the knowledge being spread in SE education. This motivated us to report our course design, separating our solution from standard running a software project, as our solution is a human-centric capstone including design thinking methods and agile practices into the project life-cycle.

Our goal is to fill this gap between DT in industry and SE education, through the analysis of our course results and practical knowhow for other researchers and educators benefit. This paper presents the methods, results and experiences on how we designed the course as a human-centric software engineering capstone by infusing design thinking methods and agile practices into the SE project life-cycle. This article represents a practical example about the importance of project-based courses (such as capstones) in software engineering education. Students were given real-world challenges based on the Urban Solutions for a Living Planet Report [17] and they planned, designed, developed and tested six solutions within 16 weeks. The idea of this is to emphasize complex real-world challenges.

This article presents in section II the related work regarding capstones and design thinking in software engineering, followed by the course design and projects’ stages in section III. Section IV, focuses on the analysis of the teams and summarizes the projects developed. Overall student lessons learned and student perceptions are presented in section V. The conclusions of the study are provided in section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Capstones and Software Engineering

Software engineering as an application area is particularly challenging in providing students with the experience that they will find useful after graduating [18]. Project Based Learning (PBL) is an effective mean to train SE students to face real world challenges [2]. A contemporary and increasingly popular way to bring PBL into SE education is through capstone courses [3], [4] as they are a tool for educators to transfer hands-on experience and have been reported to be an effective mean to prepare students for a profession in industry [5]–[7]. Practical project working, collaboration with other team members and reflection of the task at hand
have been established as effective tools to enhance learning and increase students’ self-efficacy [5]. Capstone courses also enhance student learning, participation and satisfaction [19–[21].

According to ACM curriculum guidelines for software engineering, capstone projects should be included already in undergraduate SE programs, because curricula should be situated firmly into the work life needs [8]. For SE education to be effective, students should be given an opportunity to apply their skills. Significant SE projects accomplish this by allowing the students to deepen their skills in many SE knowledge areas [8].

Capstone courses at undergraduate level have been used to teach agile methodologies [22], for example scrum and the roles of software development teams [23]. Senior-level capstone courses, particularly in design and engineering, gained popularity already before the millenia [4]. On senior-level courses students have been able to complete large and impressive projects, such as game development projects [24], [25], [26].

B. Design Thinking and Software Engineering

Design as practice evolved from making products attractive to nest innovative ideas as a way of thinking [27]. As is problem solving, design is also a natural and universal human activity [10]. This is why for long time, design has been a process applied to make physical functional objects look good (from fashion and transport, to construction). Along the time, it became clear that a good design could lead to great success, with examples ranging from post-it notes to apple products [28]. Design grew organically since 1920s and started to be applied into more than just products (from business strategies, social innovation to technology design). As a result, the discipline of design thinking (DT) appeared into the academic literature and business media in early 2000s [29], [30]. However, already in 1969, Nobel laureate Herbert Simon had seen "design as a way of thinking rather than a physical process" [31].

DT is an approach to solve complex problems by using creative methods. In DT, the empathy between the designer and the users is highly regarded and the exploration of problems and solutions is a shared process between these two [29], [32]. This is aimed to go beyond assumptions that can affect negatively the solutions. As a result of applying DT, the best possible solution to a complex problem should be found [33]. DT has been applied in multiple fields to solve complex and wicked real world problems (e.g. creating corporate strategies, technology designs, security and education and social innovation) [9]–[11]. In recent software engineering education, DT has been used to teach safety-critical systems engineering [12], mobile applications design [9] and games development [13]. However, DT has been reportedly suggested to have the potential to be used as well for project-based learning [14], requirements elicitation [15] and cybersecurity [11], [16]. Furthermore, [34], [35] reported that agile methods could be combined with design thinking in order to improve software development. As both, agile development and design thinking emphasis on people over processes, these two seem to integrate naturally. Meanwhile in industry, DT in software development has been regarded as a post-agile approach which is already in place in many companies and has been key in the success of big tech companies such as IDEO and NEC [34], [36], [37]. As a result, there seems to be a gap between the knowledge about design thinking being taught in software engineering education and the application of design thinking in industry. Therefore, a human-centric capstone which infuses design thinking methods and agile practices into the project life-cycle has been considered in the effort to bridge the research gap.

Design thinking has three iterative stages: inspiration, ideation and implementation (Figure ??) [27], [33]. DT Projects loop between the stages. The first stage (inspiration) is aimed at generating an empathy with the stakeholders that boost the search for solutions some methods used in this stage are personas and story boards. In the following stage (ideation) various solution ideas are developed and tested some methods used are journey maps and prototyping. The final stage (implementation), focus on the development and run of the selected solution idea [9], [38].

The use of DT methods such as personas, story boarding, journey maps, prototype and usability testing is a way of incubating ideas and creating innovative solutions within teams. As "these techniques of design thinking methods has ability to enhance communication within multidisciplinary teams, but also in their simplicity in use by non-experts" [39]. Below some of the techniques of design thinking methods have been presented.

- **Personas**: Personas can be used as the foundation and inspirational approach to develop the application ideas that are initially discussed. Students can define the fictitious, specific, and concrete representations [40] of a group of target application users who share some common characteristics, needs, and goals [41] so that each student can initially understand and address the target users needs and preferences, rather than depending on their own needs and preferences.

- **Story Boards**: Storyboards can also identify potential consequences that users might face with the application in the future, based on the personas created in the previous stage. Storyboards can be used as effective media to capture and explore the user experience by translating the story and script into scenes through who, what, when,
where, and how using images and text [42], which could later serve as the constant reminder of the usage and task context [43]. Further, [43] states that vision, idea, board context, background, scenario development, design, and the storyboard session are seven steps that are essential in creating the storyboard.

- Journey maps: This technique has been used extensively in the service design industry under several names, such as customer journey, customer journey map, and experience journey, [44] for many years. In the application design context, the user journey map can be defined as a visual illustration of a series of steps or interconnected touch points, which users will experience while engaging with an application. They are depicted chronologically and often accompanied by emotional indicators [45].
- Prototyping and usability testing: Prototyping is the pre-verification technique and can be defined as a quick and effective way to optimize and facilitate innovative ideas through iterative conceptual design work, a process that lends itself well to early user experience research [46], which reduces the risk of failure [47] and enhances time to market (TTM) of application.

### III. COURSE DESIGN

The course Running a Software Project was spread in 16 weeks, with 8 sessions of 3 academic hours and 4 mentoring sessions (teams could request more mentoring sessions if needed). The course was designed to require on average 7.5 hours of student effort weekly. A total of 29 students took the course from beginning to end (the dropout rate was 0%). The Course outline is presented in Table 1. Course stages are aligned with specific software project iterations aligned with the Rational Unified Process (RUP) [48], with each stage emphasizing the particular software project phase within an iteration. At the same time, those stages are aligned with the DT stages. The lectures had a flipped classroom like setup, as students had to read materials posted on their Moodle before coming to the lecture. Similar approaches have been applied to teach SE foundations by [1] and to teach programming by [49].

The learning objectives in this course were defined as follows:

- Plan, estimate and monitor a software project in an iterative and incremental manner;
- Understand design thinking methods and usability techniques and, their practical application into a project’s lifecycle
- Implement as software system from scratch
- Familiarize with contemporary development tools and environments;
- Use modern software engineering practices to plan, monitor and deliver a realistic software project that meets stakeholders needs, is highly usable and sustainable.
- Understand the new business challenges and opportunities for their software projects

It can be highlighted that the list of learning objectives gives an emphasis to soft and hard skills.

### A. Project Stages

The course followed a collaborative learning approach where students worked together to achieve a positive goal - which was to engineer a software project-, with the lecturer as a facilitator. This approach has shown to develop critical thinking and improve the understanding of concepts [50–53]. Also, collaborative learning has become popular in SE for providing instruction in a group context [54]. The course consisted of four components: 1) flipped-classroom lectures; 2) in-class exercises; 3) weekly progress reports and, 4) individual project work.

The theme of the course was Urban Solutions for Sustainable Development. It was inspired by a report with the same name by WWF [17]. Students had to develop a project that would address one of the themes from this report.

The course aligned SE project stages with DT stages (see Table 1). This was done by having a SE life-cycle infused with DT activities, this process can be seen from the DT perspective in figure 2 and from the SE perspective in figure 3. As a result, students learned how to move from the inspiration, ideation to implementation stages while following the SE stages. Each stage had a expert’s lecture, progress presentations by teams and hands-on exercises. For example, requirements elicitation was done using design thinking methods such as, personas, story boards, journey maps and prototypes (paper and digital) instead of regular SE techniques. In order to verify the efficacy of this approach, in the testing stage we asked students to identify functional and non functional requirements from their initial project plans and User Experience (UX) design portfolio. The use of design thinking for requirements elicitation was successful as these techniques had improved the understanding of user needs. Also, students increased their interaction and empathy with stakeholders from early stages of the projects this turned into better user experiences and higher student motivation.

Following a description of those stages goals and activities:

- **Project Planning:** The main goal of this stage was to allow students explore problems and estimate possible solutions. Students chose a scenario where their solutions would be developed, then they elaborated an initial project plan. They presented their motivation and project plan at class on week 2.
- **Requirements:** This stage lasted three weeks and started with a lecture about DT and usability methods, which was complemented by hands-on exercises such as paper
prototyping. The second week was used to draw their personas and storyboards, the third week was used to perform prototyping. The main aim of this stage was requirements elicitation. Students had to understand users needs, emotions and journeys by using different DT techniques. They started talking with potential users from this stage, they showed them their early prototypes and gathered their comments. During this stage they had closely mentoring sessions - specially because the students did not know DT methods beforehand - Following sub-section describes how personas, storyboards, journey maps and prototype were used in this course to collect the requirements.

- **Personas**: In the course, students created three personas presenting the users they had planned the project for. Personas includes the name, demographic characteristics, current frustrations, needs, and goals.

- **Storyboards**: As next step, students created a digital storyboard as an inspirational approach to explore the user experience and further brainstorm their own application ideas, with the focus on the storytelling rather than the technical details.

- **User Journey Map**: Students did applied user journey map technique in design process for an inspiration so that they could gain a holistic overview of the sequence of the touch points and actions that users should have with their application.

- **Prototyping and usability testing**: The prototyping technique was conducted in two phases, with usability testing as the ideation approach. Prototyping can be useful as a pre-verification technique to understand the users needs and solve design problems in the early phase of the development cycle. In the first phase, each team of students was asked to design the paper prototype and conduct usability testing with the users outside their design team to gather usability issues (i.e., before and during the mentoring session). The paper prototype was refined based on user feedback and followed by an interactive prototype, on which similar usability testing was conducted as in the previous session. In the second phase, each team of students included the feedback from the first phase and developed the actual fit for the users purpose and the prototype application. Each team was asked to conduct usability testing of the prototype application in the open environment with the public in order to understand what users think and how they interact. The phase concluded with the importance of external users in testing the prototype designed by students during the software development project. In addition, they can potentially understand the usability requirements, such as text size, color, and terminologies.

- **Development**: The building of the full software artifact took place in this stage. The stage lasted four weeks (with a break week in the middle). It started with a lecture about development practices and an introduction to frameworks and environments available for use. As this was a master’s course, each team was given significant freedom to evaluate and to select frameworks, environments and programming languages that they wished to use. At the end of this stage, they had to give a mid-term presentation with a working demo of their solutions. Other students and stakeholders were invited to those presentations to give feedback to the teams.

- **Testing**: This stage lasted two weeks and was divided into two core activities 1) software testing and quality and 2) public testing. During the first activity, they received a lecture about software qualities based on [55], quality in use based on [56] and verification and validation testing. This lecture was followed by an inter-teams roles jigsaw exercise. Some team members were moved to a different team (to play the role of testers) and some were kept (to observe user interactions with their solutions). They were asked to a) identify functional and non-functional requirements from their project plan and UX design portfolio and b) Evaluate how well the solution meets the quality in use standard. In second activity public testing, booths were set up for each team in a popular area of university. They had to show their solutions to anyone passing by including, students and university staff. Each user had to fill a survey after testing a solution (They had to rate statements in a five point scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree). Those surveys were designed based on the ten statements from the systems usability scale (see table II) from [57], [58]. Finally students processed these surveys and used the results as inputs for the maintenance stage.
TABLE II
SURVEY STATEMENTS FROM THE SYSTEMS USABILITY SCALE [57], [58]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems Usability Scale Statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I think that I would like to use this system frequently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I found the system unnecessarily complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I thought the system was easy to use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I thought the various functions of the system were well integrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I found there was too much inconsistency in this system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I found the system very cumbersome to use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I felt very confident using the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Maintenance: This stage aimed at wrapping-up the stages students had completed before, it lasted three weeks. This stage started with a lecture about software maintenance practices and workshop to review teams performance, practices, success stories and current issues. Students had to improve their solutions using the feedback gathered in the public testing day. They went through all DT stages to solve certain issues they did not expect.

- Presenting Project Solutions: Industry stakeholders and the local government were invited as jury for the final projects presentation. They evaluated the content of the final reports, the ideas and the project implementation. The feedback was positive and as detailed in section VI, they will play the clients role for this course in future.

B. The Teaching Process

The teaching team was composed by the authors of this article. The course was led by MSc. Maria Palacin-Silva, special lectures and mentoring - in particular topics- were given by MSc. Jayden Khakurel (DT techniques and usability design), DSc. Ari Happonen (Team dynamics) and MSc. Timo Hynninen (software quality testing).

The course had one session per project stage (Fig 3). Each session started with a 5 to 10 minutes progress presentation by each team. This would be followed by one hour lecture on a particular topic (e.g software quality testing). Then teams would have an in-class practical exercise to complete (e.g paper prototyping, in figure 4). Afterwards, students would receive an assignment to apply the session teachings onto their own projects and generate a deliverable (which would get presented during the following session). In addition, two sessions were fully dedicated to evaluate the teams detailed progress (a mid-term and a final presentation). Finally, one mentoring session per project stage was organized for the teams.

This course used moodle as a platform for sharing the reading and lecture materials, exercises, deliverables and discussion forums (e.g. a forum was set for students to brainstorm ideas and join teams).

IV. THE TEAMS

Project teams of four to five students were formed in the early stage of the course (via the forum tool of Moodle). In order to promote inter-cultural diversity, students were advised to team up with students of different nationalities. Students posted their interests and skills and searched for students matching their interests. Teams were formed among students with closest interests. Each team had to appoint clear roles for each team member and divide responsibilities from the beginning of the project. Students had to record their project work hours and report them on a weekly basis. Figure 5 presents a summary of cumulative work hours per team (this figure includes all team members).

Teams had a total of nine deliverables consisting project plan, UX design portfolio, code repository, architecture, verification and validation review, usability testing results, weekly reports, belbin tests [59] and final report. Teams also had progress presentations by the end of each project stage. The two main presentations, a mid-term and a final presentation, were evaluated and rated by other teams and invited panel of external experts. Teams also had a possibility to receive bonus points for active participation in class and mentoring sessions.

A. Teams Analysis

In this course Belbin team analysis [59] was used for analysing the team structures. Belbin created a theoretical framework for team roles, as he saw that each individual could bring a special contribution to team work and, as such, enhance the team efforts [60]. The point of understanding the team structure is explained by [61], stating that team reflections can make the entire team more aware about the potential challenges and impending threats the team could face in future. This increased understanding can add internal team
Activate is designed to bring like-minded focuses on the problem of food waste as blood supply. Blood donation does not have a big physical blood in right place and time is an integral part of an efficient the world is increasing, the will to give and ability to donate projects were developed and implemented during this course: the needs rather than what the user asks for [19]. A total of six projects were defined to follow a value-driven approach [64] as this approach allow students to focus on the actual user needs rather than what the user asks for [19]. A total of six projects were developed and implemented during this course:  

1) Blood4Life: As the blood demand in health care around the world is increasing, the will to give and ability to donate blood in right place and time is an integral part of an efficient blood supply. Blood donation does not have a big physical impact on the health of a donor, but it can save lives. As blood donation is currently the only viable solution for blood shortage problems, this project was created to connect the people with the blood donation collectors at the right time and place. The aim of Blood4Life is to help saving human lives. It was designed as a web application where individuals register and provide some basic information such as blood type and living area. Blood4life algorithm will then automatically notify the donors when their blood is needed in their area and the donors can book a blood donation time. For the health center the application offers monitoring of all the appointments and provide a channel to notify about the blood need.

2) Activate: Activate is designed to bring like-minded people together into shared activities to improve their mental well-being. It is an application to connect people with shared interest (e.g. app allows to use distance / preferred area range as parameter). Activate differentiates itself from a typical social media tool as it not based on know connections. Individuals use the application and create or join in an event (e.g. movies discussion or dog walking) in a set location.

3) LUT Events: team found a gap in the way events are organized at Lappeenranta University of Technology (LUT). Many students leverage on campus events for social life to meet new people and to develop long lasting relationships but the information about events is spread in multiple forums (e-mail, facebook, websites). This causes the students to miss these important events. Therefore, this team decided that a single source of events information was needed. The project’s aim was to implement a mobile phone application for accessing all events at LUT. The app uses a social media approach in which users can easily inform (post), tag and find events as well as follow event organizers. The app provides also a way for organizers to reach the students (e.g. send event notifications). The platform also allows rating functionality in order to rank the organizers and help students to choose which paid event is worth of their money.

4) WatchDog: is a solution for city administration to see a structured view of problems in the area. This solution eases up operational planning and allows actions to be targeted where these are needed (e.g. prioritize deteriorating infrastructure). The web application helps to create a democratic framework for citizens to report any hazards in the city. A web app is used for taking pictures and classifying the problems (e.g. road problem, violation etc.). Application automatically attaches the location coordinates to the picture and the data is sent to the server. The city administration can see a visualization of the emerging problems on the city map. Items can be sorted in order of significance (per citizen consensus) to create more democratic operational plans. Citizens can follow the status of the reports until they are fixed by the city administration.

5) Ostracon: focuses on the problem of food waste as nearly 1/3 of produced food is wasted yearly [17]. The purpose of this project was to minimize food waste in the phase of cooking, serving and consuming in restaurants by increasing customer satisfaction in student restaurants. The application allows users to review and rate the food they had eaten. The feedback is detailed yet simple to give. This information is then processed and restaurants can have a granulated visualization of which items need to be changed or improved and
which ones to keep. This application also provided a feature for meal planning based on the feedback for restaurants. The intended effect is that restaurants can improve the food taste to fit more perfectly to the customers’ preferences. The project assumes that this will produce less food waste.

6) Ostaap: was designed to promote the culture of smart consumption. The aim was to build a platform where you can access product reviews and find the best deals around a town in order to avoid countless hours of wandering around shops and supermarkets. Users can also track interesting upcoming sales and as such affect apps’ smart consuming decisions. The design goal for the Ostaapp was to create a platform that gives decision power back in the hands of the consumers by providing crowd-sourced product reviews with a special emphasis on products which are sustainably produced, packaged or transported.

V. LESSONS LEARNED AND PERCEPTIONS

Our Running a software project course was designed to combine design thinking into iterative software development in a capstone manner. The lessons learned from the course can be looked from various perspectives.

A. Design Thinking Perspective

Different stages of the design thinking process infused into the iterative software development process all revealed some insights. These insights reflect how teachers perceive the learning of the students during the course due to DT:

- Personas: We discovered that creating personas inspired engineering students to look at problems from the perspective of a group of target application users, rather than from a technological and own perspective.
- Storyboards: We discovered that expressing ideas with real behaviors and actions of users through storyboarding helped students to further understand who, what, when, where, and how the application is used and identify the social and ethical implications. For example with a storyboard classroom presentation, one team found out that their idea could invade the privacy of users. As a result, the idea was improved.
- User journey map: We found that the user journey map helped students to improve and enhance their design thinking by helping them understand the emotions of the application users in the early stages. In mentoring session, students pointed out that through the user journey map they managed to understand the deeper feelings of the users of the application, which might have been difficult otherwise.
- Prototyping: We discovered that students found the prototype design to be very helpful in improving their design process. For example, one of the teams pointed out during the mentoring session that having feedback from users during the prototype process was useful in outlining the user interface. Similarly, other teams pointed out that usability testing with external users helped them to understand the importance of the color and placement of a button. Introduction to the prototype testing with the public in an open environment helped engineering students to understand beyond design and development, and it also helped them with marketing. For example, one of the students pointed out that this not only helped students to understand users’ needs but it also helped them to market the application indirectly.

Design thinking approach fitted well together with the iterative development process of software. Also, The use of DT methods such as personas, story boarding, journey maps, prototype and usability testing was an effective way of incubating ideas and creating innovative solutions.

B. Teachers Perspective

Teachers reflected the implementation of the course in relation to the results and approached of their other course (with similar or different learning objectives). As a result the following lessons were recorded:

- The projects were based on real world challenges presented in the Urban solutions of the sustainable development but the real industry and society linkage remained weak. The industry stakeholders and the local municipality representatives were invited as jury for the final project presentations but in future they should be used for defining the local challenges. Teams did engage external users for the testing but they did not have a clear client. However, teams explored business opportunities for their solutions, as a jury of their mid-term presentations pointed out that their solutions could have real value for society. Teams participated in an entrepreneurship event with their solutions and two out of six projects won a local entrepreneurship competition (with some financial compensations) and three are continuing with their projects.
- The capstone course design was effective to motivate students to participate actively in the entire course. Teams took ownership of their projects and their level of motivation was high. Dropout rate was zero, which is not common in work intensive courses like this. Regardless of this seemingly successful approach some enhancements, like gamification [65] approaches should be considered. For this the methods should be like defined in [66], where game like mechanisms area applied in non-game environment. This is extremely important for course like this, as based on [67], models that have applied some sort of gamification mechanism have been able to increase collaboration [68]. In addition to that, it has been show that gamification is adding into motivation to achieve the set goals [69].
- The capstone course design was rather work intensive both for teachers and students. The active interaction with the teams kept the motivation high but at the same time required active communication and mentoring. Each team could have been assigned a separate teaching assistant to monitor closely their progress, dynamics and support them. [1] shows that this approach can be effective in a SE project-based environment. Teachers wanted to keep holistic perception and all teams we co-supervised.
Teachers were not reporting their hours used to this course while students needed to document and report their work. This course was worth 5 ECTS, which means 116 hours of work per student (including the teaching and mentoring sessions). As it can be seen in figure 5, none of the teams (composed by 5 team members) reported to have worked 582 hours or more. However, students perceived this course as a heavy load course for the credits it gives. This might be due to students underreporting their worked hours. Some studies [70]–[72] have shown that perceived workload is not synonymous of time spent studying but, rather a result of the learning environment (which includes context, difficulty, type of assessment, and human interactions). Thus, the measurement of worked hours as such is not a useful probe of learning behavior and outcomes [70], [73]. Also, PBL has been reported to increase the load perception on students [74] and, therefore it should be carefully monitored. In future, we will present additional material and tools to support their time management skills. Also, we will use additional measures - than worked hours - to understand and assess the student workload.

C. Students Perspective

Students of the capstone course continuously reflected self and team learning through reports to help the teachers to measure the teaching and learning efficiency in different stages of the course. All 26 students and 6 teams (response rate for the reflections was 100%) performed a set of reflections about what they did learn in the course. 49 different learning related reflections were collected, recorded and analyzed in a systematic manner. The results show that students were somewhat surprised on how much they actually learned about different details related in developing of a complex software solution. As a result of analysis, 6 most repeated learning outcomes has been pointed out in the following list:

- "We did learn a lot about team and project management dynamics (including documentation, project time tables, skills and work division, collaboration and so on)."

Many students stated that Belbin test opened their eyes about their own and their teams strengths and weaknesses and helped them to realize that they might need outside help to succeed in their project. In addition, students also noticed that the efficiency difference between participants in teams and that they needed to use the skills people have in vice manner. E.g. students wrote that We did learn team skills and we noticed that knowing others specialties and skills is important Step-by-step course approach but everyone as responsible person in some part of the course.

- Students found out the importance of prototyping and developing more ideas / solution and implementation path prototypes than what is needed for minimum effort. For example students wrote that the course taught valuable lessons in how to conceptualize an idea to a prototype and how to improve the original idea based on the prototype feedback.

- Students learned the value and meaning of effort put into a project. The extra work actually really differentiates their results from other teams. For example students wrote: Level of details considered largely affected the end quality.

- Students recognized the value of the input given by non-engineer back grounded people. Public testing of the solution gave the students the possibility to learn this valuable lesson. Students stated that in future they might need to listen more what outsiders have to say about their solutions.

- Students really learned teamwork. Length of the course is one important factor while teaching the students how to work as a team. In shorter courses students can pretend to work as a team, but in capstone course they truly have to divide the work and trust on each other. This course revealed the real challenges in team dynamics and as such was highly praised by the students by stating that this was an eye opener to aspects or details that we did not think of as a team.

- Students learned the big picture of application projects in capstone course. This just like teamwork is understood when the problem is complex enough. Some students stated that they never realized how many steps and details are needed to cover when an application is designed for bigger crowds This was reflected as a project that has given me the opportunity to work on a group to develop a project from a simple idea in a professional manner.

As final conclusion on this analysis the following reflection truly explains what this course was about. When you are a normal user of different applications you are not conscious about the real steps that were taken to develop it. You assume that to develop an application someone needs just to code. What we learned from this course is that there are certain processes that should be carried out, as much important as the coding itself. UX Design is one of them. Storyboards, Personas, Scenarios are all crucial to understand what user really needs... of the general message, most of the course reflection did pin point. Students stated that they were surprised how (as engineering students) they sometimes have somewhat narrow view on what a professional application development truly is. Overall students reflected that this sort of a course is highly efficient professional work life simulator. If you really want to succeed you need to understand your customer, listen the potential customers, and be able to step into customer shoes. Students did believe that after the course, they are more ready to go into work life.

VI. Conclusion

This paper reported the design and implementaton of a software engineering capstone course that infuses design thinking methods and agile practices into the SE project life-cycle. This design was done in order to address the existing gap between the application of design thinking into software development in industry and the skills and competences being taught in software engineering education. This paper presents the methods, results and experiences from this capstone offered in
spring of 2017 as a 16-week course for 29 students. This article illustrates a practical example of the impact of project-based courses (such as capstones) in software engineering education.

Design thinking methods were proven to be a hands-and-minds-on method to effectively engage students and enhance their experience and improve soft skills (e.g., team working) important in industry. In this course, we used design thinking to prompt project-based learning, requirements elicitation, software design and development. The applied approach allowed students to be self-directed which increased their motivation and, as a result, reduced dropouts to minimum. All student projects surpassed the expectations. Two projects are being continued as entrepreneurial initiatives and one as an open-source project.

In future the course will be improved by 1) inviting industry and local municipality representatives to provide project challenges and participate actively in the client role and 2) improving the link between design thinking and agile software development practices.
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